Pentagonal, octagonal; decagonal and dodecagonal structures have been observed in several alloy systems. These structures are quasiperiodic in a plane and periodic in its perpendicular direction. Crystals aperiodic in one direction have been known for decades. It is interesting to study intermediate structures in which the periodic and quasiperiodi directions are intrinsically connected. That may be done by projecting a a periodic structure in D (>3) dimensions into threedimensional space so that a second projection be quasiperiodic in a plane. We have achieved this earlier in the octagonal case [1] and partly in the dodecagonal case [2]. Here we present an improved dodecagonal version, as well as a new look at the pentagonal, or rather decagonal case. In the dodecagonal case we cut and project first the four-dimensional root lattice D 4 into R 3 and then into a suitable irrational R 2 . In the pentagonal/decagonal case we start with the fivedimensional simple cubic lattice Z 5 .
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[ The present structure analysis of new hybrid compounds, was undertaken as part of our systematic investigation of organic-inorganic hybrid materials, including organic cations and various inorganic acids, to study the nature of hydrogen bonding in the crystalline forms of these compounds [6,7,8,9]. The crystal structure of these compounds is built up from intricate cation-anion, anion-anion and/or cation-cation hydrogen bonds, resulting in two-dimensional and/or three-dimensional comparable networks. . These finite graphs may be obtained from periodic nets by graph folding based upon translational symmetries. Taking all given symmetries into account this folding can be generalized such that so-called symmetry-labeled graphs are obtained [3] . We show how to further reduce this representation form by checking whether edges exist which may be generated by applying symmetry operations to other edges. A similar proceeding can be applied to polyhedra graphs [4] . In these graphs nodes represent geometrical or topological views of polyhedra. Edges represent connections between polyhedra with vertices involved in the connections as labels. A suitable representation of faces in topological views allows to reflect the main characteristics of a given polyhedral network when polyhedra are assumed to be rigid bodies.
In both cases, the minimal graph forms are well-suited for enumeration processes since they allow to avoid the generation of isomorphic graphs in an early stage. A further application is the improvement of indexes supporting the efficient search for isomorphic substructures in large collections of crystal structures.
